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Abstract

This paper presents an integrated approach to conduct a scenario-based volcanic risk
assessment on a variety of exposed assets, such as residential buildings, cultivated
areas, network infrastructures or individual strategic buildings. The focus is put on the
simulation of scenarios, based on deterministic adverse events input, which are applied5

to the case-study of an effusive eruption on the Mount Cameroon volcano, resulting in
the damage estimation of the assets located in the area. The work is based on the
recent advances in the field of seismic risk. A software for systemic risk scenario anal-
ysis developed within the FP7 project SYNER-G has been adapted to address the
issue of volcanic risk. Most significant improvements include the addition of vulnera-10

bility models adapted to each kind of exposed element and the possibility to quantify
the successive potential damages inflicted by a sequence of adverse events (e.g. lava
flows, tephra fall, etc.). The use of an object-oriented architecture gives the opportunity
to model and compute the physical damage of very disparate types of infrastructures
under the same framework. Finally, while the risk scenario approach is limited to the15

assessment of the physical impact of adverse events, a specific focus on strategic in-
frastructures and a dialogue with stakeholders helps in evaluating the potential wider
indirect consequences of an eruption.

1 Introduction

Within the field of volcanic risk management, hypothetical scenarios are being increas-20

ingly used to inform civil security and authorities about potential future threats and
to test their procedures. Previous approaches for the design of scenarios can be di-
vided in two categories: (1) event scenarios that are focused on modelling potential
adverse events such as lava flows (e.g. Crisci et al., 2010; Favalli et al., 2012), pyro-
clastic flows (Marrero et al., 2012; Oramas-Dorta et al., 2012), ash fall (e.g. Costa et al.,25

2009; Macedonio et al., 2008), lahars and floods (Kuenzler, 2012), etc. (2) complete
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risk scenarios that account for the vulnerability of people and stakes affected by hy-
pothesised adverse events to estimate the potential damages during an eruption (e.g.
Spence et al., 2005b; Felpeto et al., 2007; Thierry et al., 2008; Marrero et al., 2012).

1.1 Utility of scenarios in volcanic disaster risk management

Adverse event scenarios have demonstrated their relevance for disaster risk preven-5

tion, mitigation and for improving preparedness to the crisis. For example, Favalli et
al. (2012) simulated numerous lava flows to refine the Mount Cameroon hazard map,
which is an essential tool for disaster prevention (e.g. Neri et al., 2013, in this issue). In
a similar approach, Crisci et al. (2010) used about 40 000 lava flows simulations from
about 400 possible vents on the eastern flanks of Etna to evaluate the efficiency and10

relevance of mitigation measures such as barriers to protect towns and villages. During
a future crisis, civil protection can select in near real time (as the eruption progresses)
the most plausible evolution of lava flows out of the exhaustive simulations. The study
by Spence et al. (2004) focuses on the potential impacts of a pyroclastic flow on Vesu-
vius, roughly based on the 1631 AD eruption. In the latter, extensive studies of the15

resistance of building walls and openings and of the effects of temperature and lateral
dynamic pressure have led to the development of elaborate vulnerability models and
the estimation of potential casualties along the eruption timeline.

Complete risk scenarios provide complementary information that can be used to sup-
port mitigation and preparedness to the crisis and for recovery. As a first approach, the20

simple description of a plausible succession of events helps civil security to understand
the potential dimension of a future volcanic crisis (Thierry et al., 2008). For example,
Marrero et al. (2012) used a population distribution and simple simulations of pyroclas-
tic flows currents to compute the potential number of potential fatalities in case of an
eruption of the Central Volcanic Complex in Tenerife island. Their results highlighted the25

relevance of considering large scale evacuation of population (more than 100 000 per-
sons) in volcanic crisis preparedness plans. Finally, Zuccaro et al. (2008) focused on
explosive scenarios for Vesuvius, by considering mutliple volcanic phenomena and by
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tackling the issue of cumulative damage due to joint adverse events (e.g. earthquake
sequences or the combined effects of ash fall and seismic aggression).

These examples show that volcanic events and risk scenarios can be used to better
anticipate all phases of disaster risk management, from prevention and mitigation up
to preparedness to crisis management and recovery.5

However, the analysis becomes more complex when attempting to refine initial risk
scenarios and to provide more quantitative information to civil security. For example,
while reconsidering the emergency plans at Vesuvius, Rolandi (2010) showed that they
were too much based on 1631 AD-like events, thus questioning their efficiency in case
of other types of events. This calls for the development of scenario builder tools that10

are able to generate series of complete scenarios.

1.2 A brief review of existing volcanic risk scenario tools

The field of geological hazards assessment has benefited from the recent development
of seismic scenario tools (e.g. Sedan et al., 2013; Franchin et al., 2011; Cavalieri et al.,
2012). This initial effort in the field of earthquake risk can be explained by the fact that15

when an earthquake occurs, the potential direct damages are an immediate conse-
quence of one physical phenomenon, i.e. the ground motion time-history. Conversely,
in the case of volcanic risk assessment, the multiplicity of potential volcanic phenom-
ena, of vulnerable elements at risk and of corresponding damage mechanisms rep-
resents a difficult challenge (e.g. Douglas, 2007). Significant effort has been recently20

carried out in this field. This has resulted for example in the development of volcanic
risk assessment tools such as EXPLORIS (EXPLORIS Consortium, 2005; Spence et
al., 2005b, 2008) or RiskScape Volcano (Kaye, 2007). The former is focused on the
effects of explosive eruptions (i.e. volcanic phenomena such as tephra fall, pyroclastic
density currents and earthquakes are considered) and it relies on a full probabilistic risk25

assessment, as it starts from a probabilistic event tree eruption model and accounts for
various uncertainties along the risk analysis (e.g. hazard models, vulnerability models,
occupancy models). The studied area is divided into cells (i.e. mesh grid), in which
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the different events and impact assessment are looped using a Monte-Carlo scheme,
and the global loss outputs are only aggregated over the whole zone at the end. While
this approach proves computationally efficient to analyse large areas, it may only be
applicable to the risk assessment of regular buildings and population: the independent
derivation of loss statistics over each cell implies no dependencies between the ex-5

posed elements, which is not the case when infrastructures such as networks or health-
care systems are considered, if a systemic analysis is carried out (i.e. functionality loss
assessment of various systems of exposed elements). On the other hand, RiskScape
Volcano offers the possibility of carrying out either fully probabilistic risk assessment
with event trees (e.g. Neri et al., 2008; Marzocchi et al., 2004) or scenario-based risk10

assessment, which are commonly used by local authorities for decision-making or mit-
igation. This software incorporates hazard and vulnerability models for a wide range
of volcanic phenomena and the focus is put on critical infrastructures such as lifeline
networks or strategic facilities, with less emphasis on residential buildings.

1.3 Objective of this study15

Indeed, in the case of Mount Cameroon, the issue of assessing the potential conse-
quences of drastic adverse events may be less relevant than examining how their suc-
cession might affect people and infrastructures, how the crisis can be managed and
finally how much reconstruction may cost (Thierry et al., 2008). In light of this previous
work, the objective of our study is to explore the potential and limitations of risk sce-20

nario softwares in supporting disaster risk management in the Mount Cameroon, in the
scope of the MIAVITA project (7th Framework Programme). To this end, we adapted
an object-oriented based software initially developed for seismic risk scenario designs
(Franchin et al., 2011; Cavalieri et al., 2012; Franchin and Cavalieri, 2013) (Sect. 2).
The application to Mount Cameroon (Sect. 3) reveals opportunities and limitations in25

using such tools, which can be transported elsewhere (Sect. 4).
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2 Method: framework for multi-risk scenario builder tools

This section starts with presenting the overall approach. Then, it describes the various
steps that are carried out within our proof-of-concept tool.

2.1 Overall approach

Our approach in developing the volcanic risk scenario tool at Mount Cameroon was5

the following: in a first step, we defined high-level requirements for this tool with a
group of local users (Ministry of Mines of Cameroon), geologists, experts in scenario
builders and computer science and translated them into low-level requirements for use
by developers (see more details in Quinet, 2011). This led to defining fundamental re-
quirements for volcanic risk scenario tools (Fig. 1), which should include the possibility10

to:

– perform loss computation within a single architecture, allowing automated proba-
bilistic runs;

– integrate spatial features of both adverse events and assets (usually GIS-based)
in a seamless way;15

– jointly compute the damage on both residential buildings and critical infrastruc-
tures;

– manage scenarios including a succession of different volcanic and geologic phe-
nomena, e.g. through the removal of previously destroyed assets.

This last addition was considered most important in order to quantify the consequences20

of additional adverse events in an already degraded environment.
In a second step, we adapted the seismic risk scenario methodology of Franchin et

al. (2011) and Cavalieri et al. (2012) to the context of volcanic risk. The initial toolbox
enables to perform an analysis of the physical damages for a wide range of elements at
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risk (e.g. built areas, network infrastructures), with a particular focus on critical systems
and infrastructures (e.g. major roads, electricity and water networks). The idea behind
it is to facilitate the understanding of vulnerability of essential human activities over
the selected territory (systemic vulnerability), beyond the sole assessment of potential
physical damages.5

We added several modules to the toolbox, including the possibility to (1) merge the
damages due to different volcanic phenomena (i.e. “multi-event” scenarios), (2) include
various forms of vulnerability models (from deterministic damage matrices to prob-
abilistic fragility curves) and (3) estimate potential damages to cultivated areas and
crops, which are an important factor in the case of volcanic risk.10

2.2 Representation of adverse events

Since a scenario-based approach has been chosen, probabilistic hazard assessment is
considered out of the scope of this study and deterministic maps displaying the intensity
and extent of hypothesized adverse events are therefore considered as inputs. These
have been previously computed or evaluated through various techniques (e.g. event15

trees, computed hazard models, expert elicitation and so forth).
The various adverse events resulting from a volcanic eruption are characterised by

a damage mechanism and an intensity measure, which can be specific to the type of
elements they affect. For instance, tephra fall is one type of adverse event: for buildings,
the damaging mechanism is vertical static load (i.e. intensity measure is load in kPa),20

while it is simply burial (i.e. intensity measure is thickness in cm) with respect to roads
or airport runways. This type of hazard decomposition has been discussed by Thierry
et al. (2007) and it is carried out here for the following adverse events: tephra fall, lava
flows, lahars, debris flows, pyroclastic density currents, blast effects, ballistic blocks,
flank collapses, and, although not necessarily related to an eruption, landslides and25

earthquakes.
In practice, once a given scenario has been designed, adverse events are drawn in

a Geographical Information System (GIS) and the time series of intensity maps are
1087
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directly imported into the toolbox. This modelling choice implies to define some inten-
sity level bins to define the polygons. Neri et al. (2013) provide an approach on how to
define these bins.

2.3 Inventory of exposed elements

Any risk analysis starts with an inventory of exposed people, or elements of the built5

and natural environment over the selected territory. These assets can be classified into
three categories:

– built and cultivated areas: they represent crops fields or industrial plantations,
as well as residential buildings. These data are represented as polygons, whose
attributes can be typology percentages, number of buildings, population density10

(for built areas) or crop type (for cultivated areas).

– networks: they include all types of lifeline networks (e.g. electric power, water
or gas supply) as well as transportation networks (e.g. roads or railways). Each
network is represented by a set of polylines and points.

– critical facilities: these point-like components represent strategic buildings such as15

health-care buildings, decision centers or law enforcement departments. These
important structures are treated as single objects, as opposed to regular residen-
tial buildings and their attributes include information about their relative impor-
tance before, during and after the crisis.

Similarly to the hazard input, a GIS-format map for each type of exposed elements20

is imported into the toolbox environment. In the case of built or cultivated areas, data
are projected on a mesh grid composed of a series of cells: a refinement algorithm
has been developed by Cavalieri et al. (2012) in order to generate variable-sized cells,
smaller cells being concentrated around the borders of the polygons. The projection
of attributes such as population density or building typologies into each cell is carried25

out by pondering the respective area of each polygon within the cell. Polylines are also
1088
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discretized into a series of straight segments, so that they can be defined by only the
coordinates of the two extremities: as it is will be shown in the next sub-section, the
length of the segment is of little importance and therefore there is no need to carry out
further discretization. Finally, point-like objects are imported as they are.

In parallel to this data projection, a taxonomy of the considered assets is proposed5

in order to classify them in a set of organised systems, following an object-oriented
structure. This architecture is slightly adapted from the one introduced by Cavalieri
et al. (2012) and it is represented in Fig. 2, as a class diagram in UML notation
(Unified Modelling Language). This formalization allows to define classes for objects
with similar features and the inheritance property of object-oriented programming also10

gives the possibility to pass along the same attributes to sub-classes belonging to the
same superclass. This approach can prove very useful to organize the asset inven-
tory in prevision of a functionality analysis, since all sets of exposed elements can be
grouped into the respective system they are composing. In Fig. 2, the water network
has been expanded in order to show the different layers in the inventory description,15

from component-level to system-level. Finally, depending on the role they play in the
system, components of a network can be assigned different characteristics (e.g. linear
objects become pipelines, points objects can either be source, distribution or storage
nodes), which can be used to perform a network analysis subsequently to the physical
damage analysis.20

The way this object-oriented architecture is used to model infrastructures is illus-
trated in Fig. 3, using the example of the water supply system. The attributes of the
infrastructure components that are described in the GIS dataset are used to assign
them to different classes and to characterize them with properties such as geographic
location, material type, capacity, network connectivity or vulnerability model. Another25

advantage of the object-oriented approach lies in its flexibility, as it always allows to
add modules for extra components and systems, depending on the specific needs of
each given case-study.
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2.4 Projection of adverse event intensities on vulnerable sites

The next step consists of the superposition of both adverse events and exposed ele-
ments layers, resulting in the estimation of the intensity level at each vulnerable site
for each volcanic phenomenon. This procedure depends on the type of object that is
considered:5

– For point-like elements, it is very straightforward since the intensity level is the
same as the one of the adverse event polygon where the point is located.

– For linear elements, the intensity polygons corresponding to each adverse event
are projected along the length of the exposed segment, which is then assigned
different percentages of different intensity levels (see top of Fig. 4). This approach10

allows indeed to account precisely for the exact intensity level on each linear
element, whatever its length.

– For projected cells (i.e. built and cultivated areas), the same approach as for the
linear elements is used and it is in agreement with one of the options proposed
by Kaye (2007). The event’s intensity polygons are intersected with each cell and15

area percentages of intensity are then assigned to the cell (see top of Fig. 4).

Finally, it has to be kept in mind that this procedure relies on the input of adverse
event intensity maps that are vector-based, i.e. polygons of binned values of inten-
sity levels, as opposed to raster maps, which would require other techniques such as
interpolation.20

2.5 Damage analysis through fragility models

The potential physical damage of exposed elements can only be evaluated once some
prerequisite definitions are set, such as a damage scale for each type of component
(Blong, 2003), an intensity scale for each type of hazard and, finally, a vulnerability
model that links the input intensity and the resulting damage (Thierry et al., 2008).25
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The existing literature on vulnerability to volcanic hazards contains a variety of very
disparate models, ranging from simple binary ones (i.e. the asset is destroyed if it
is exposed to the volcanic phenomenon, whatever its intensity) to gradual damage-
intensity matrices (e.g. Wilson et al., 2012, where some threshold values of tephra
loads are proposed for the vulnerability of utility networks) or even to more elaborate5

probabilistic fragility functions (i.e. the probability of reaching or exceeding the damage
state given the intensity level), as shown in the review by Jenkins and Spence (2009).

All types of vulnerability models may be used in the developed toolbox, which as-
signs one specific vulnerability model to each type of exposed elements and each type
of phenomena. For deterministic models (i.e. damage-intensity matrices), the event’s10

intensity levels at each site are translated into other bins of values (i.e. the actual inten-
sities used to evaluate the damage) and then they directly yield the discrete damage
of the exposed element (see Fig. 4). In the case of probabilistic models (i.e. fragility
functions), a sampling procedure using a standard uniform variable is carried out, in
order to check whether the exposed element reaches the damage state or not (see15

bottom of Fig. 4).
When using probabilistic functions, it is necessary to perform numerous simulation

runs to get stable estimates of the loss statistics. Also, since buildings are usually well
studied components, they can for instance be assigned fragility functions with respect
to tephra fall or pyroclastic density currents: in the proposed approach, the damage20

analysis of buildings is then performed at the scale of each cell, for each typology
present, which means that the sampling procedure will assign the same damage state
to all buildings of the same typology within the same cell.

Finally, the results for each exposed element are presented in a damage table, which
indicates the length (or the area or the proportion of buildings or crops) that is assigned25

to each of the damage states (see Fig. 4). This representation is very useful as an
output, as it enables to quantify the losses in terms of destroyed or impaired assets
(e.g. number of km of destroyed power lines or number of collapsed houses). In parallel,
for each network, the toolbox also indicates which edges or nodes are considered
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damaged (i.e. an edge is considered damaged or non-functioning if it contains at least
a portion that is in a non-intact damage state), which enables to update the connectivity
of the whole network in order to estimate its functionality loss in a degraded state.

2.6 The case of scenarios composed of a succession of events

While the procedure described above is a straightforward adaptation of previous meth-5

ods in the field of volcanic risk (EXPLORIS Consortium, 2005; Kaye, 2007) or seis-
mic risk (SYNER-G, 2009–2013), another important issue that has not been fully ad-
dressed yet is the analysis of the impact of successive volcanic phenomena within a
single eruption scenario. When running damage analysis from sucessive hazards, the
inventory of exposed assets has to be udapted after each single phenomenon simu-10

lation, so that the impact of the subsequent phenomenon is accurately estimated (i.e.
computation over a degraded set of exposed elements and not the initial intact one).
This discussion reveals the need for state-dependent fragility models that should be
able to quantify further damage probabilities based on the current state of each el-
ement: for instance, buildings with collapsed roofs due to a previous tephra fall may15

prove much more vulnerable to other types of hazards. However, the current state of
the literature does not propose such advanced fragility models for volcanic hazards
and, in first approximation, regular damage functions must be used.

Still, an “inventory removal” algorithm was implemented, which accounts for the as-
sets that have already been damaged and should not be included in the next damage20

analysis, at least for the estimation of the lesser damage states they have already
reached. This idea has also been raised by Kaye (2007), and we propose here a sim-
ple way to apply it. Basically, each object is assigned one damage table for each type
of adverse event considered in the scenario (i.e. each phenomenon is considered as a
unique event), as well as a global damage table that is updated after the simulation of25

each phenomenon (i.e. a damage table for the whole scenario). The different steps of
a scenario run are summed up in Figure 5.

The way the global damage table is updated is based on the following rules:
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– For point-like objects, there is only one possible damage state at once. If a phe-
nomenon induces heavier damage than the previous one, the damage state is
updated. Otherwise, if the induced damage is less than its current state, the ob-
ject remains in the same state.

– The same procedure applies for linear or area-like objects, with keeping in mind5

however that portions of the object can be assigned to different damage states
at the same time. This leads to less trivial updating equations, since all damage
states of the object have to be udapted, based on the area or length affected by
the next damaging phenomenon (see Fig. 6).

3 Application to a case-study in the Mount Cameroon area10

This approach is then applied to hypothesised scenarios around Mount Cameroon, an
active volcano located in the South-West part of Cameroon, in the Fako district.

3.1 Data inventory

This case-study benefits from a previous study on Mount Cameroon, conducted by
Thierry et al. (2008) in the frame of the GRINP project (Thierry et al., 2006). Extensive15

inventory field work, as well as the use of GIS databases made available by the Ministry
of Industry, Mines and Technological Development of Cameroon (MINIMIDT), have led
to the identification of the following systems, which are considered in the scenario
implementation:

– Built areas: three main structural typologies have been identified (i.e. 62.8 % of20

T1: wooden houses with metal sheet roofs; 33.1 % of T2: reinforced-concrete
or cinderblock masonry buildings with metal sheet roofs supported by wooden
frames; 4.1 % of T3: clay brick masonry buildings with metal sheet roofs), but
no data is available on the specific proportions of these typologies within each
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built area polygon. This information only exists at the global level and therefore
the same proportions are applied to all built areas, as a very rough approxima-
tion. Moreover, no information on the number of buildings has been gathered and
therefore the buildings (and the associated losses) are merely represented as
percentages of the total built area. Finally, a dataset with the population amount5

within each built area polygon is available, allowing to compute specific population
densities (see Fig. 7).

– Cultivated areas with crop types: they are represented as crop polygons, each one
being assigned a specific type (i.e. subsistence farming or industrial plantations
producing bananas, heating wood, hevea trees, palm trees or tea). The repartition10

of different crop types around Mount Cameroon is represented on Fig. 8.

– Water supply system: pipelines, water catchments and storage tanks are repre-
sented in a GIS database. Demand nodes are also assigned to the end of each
network branch that feeds a built area.

– Electric power network: medium-voltage power lines and electric substations are15

modelled.

– Road network: only the primary paved road segments are considered, as well as
bridges. Some traffic analysis zones (TAZ) are assigned to some nodes that are
located in built areas, thus leaving the opportunity to estimate accessibility loss
through the computation of origin-destination paths (Franchin et al., 2011).20

– Critical facilities: the locations of strategic buildings are identified and three types
are considered (i.e. heath-care centers, decision centers, and law enforcement
buildings).
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3.2 Selection of scenarios

The study of the volcano’s past has suggested that effusive eruptions with lava flows
are the most common volcanic events (i.e. cracks opening on the flank or near the sum-
mit of the volcano), even though some lakes located in ancient maar craters represent
remnants of the occurrence of a few phreato-magmatic eruptions (Thierry et al., 2008).5

However, landslides (not linked with a volcanic eruption) represent a major hazard, par-
ticularly south to the volcano, and they may affect some critical infrastructures, e.g. the
electric power network. All three scenario were tested. In the following, we focus on the
first one.

An eruption scenario, based on the sequence of events of the 1922 eruption, but10

hypothesised to affect the eastern side, was presented to the authorities in 2008 by
Thierry et al. (2008), using their extensive geological field work, which includes a study
of the volcano summit. It is supposed to start with the opening of a crack on the volcano
edge along the Cameroon Line, north-west of the Fako district. This crack may induce
flank collapses on its south-east side and the volcanic gases that are released through15

the crack generate lava fountains out of the vent. These lava emissions may vertically
eject ballistic blocks and tephra up to a few hundreds of meters. The tephra can then be
dispersed by the wind to the south-west and cover the coast area with a few millimetres
of ash. Finally, once the eruption has slowed down, heavy rains might fall on the thick
tephra layers and other fallouts accumulated on the volcano flanks, thus generating20

lahars along the steepest slopes. The sequence of the different volcanic phenomena
involved in this hypothetical scenario is represented in Fig. 9.

3.3 Probabilistic impact analysis and results

Now that both adverse event inputs and exposed elements are clearly identified and
formatted, the corresponding vulnerability models have to be selected and applied to25

each combination of phenomenon – exposed asset. As described above, the devel-
oped toolbox enables to host different vulnerability models, whether probabilistic or
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deterministic. Since the objective of this study is not as much to perform an accurate
scenario than to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, some vulnerability models
have been chosen, even though they may not be the most adequate ones, and they
are described in Table 1.

Damage matrix models are tables that give intensity thresholds (e.g. tephra thick-5

ness) above which the exposed element is assigned a given damage state (e.g. dam-
age ratio expressed in percentages). Binary models just check if the exposed element
is located within the hazard occurrence area, resulting in complete damage if this is
the case. Finally, fragility curves used here represent the probability of roof collapse
given a level of tephra load. For the roof types encountered in this study, a median10

load of 2 kPa is assigned to simple metal sheet roofs (i.e. building typologies T1 and
T3) and a load of 3 kPa is set for metal sheet roofs with wooden frame support (i.e.
building typology T2). The standard deviation of the fragility curves is assumed to be
0.3 (Jenkins and Spence, 2009). Since the fragility model from Spence et al. (2005a)
uses tephra load as the intensity measure and since our hazard intensity map is ex-15

pressed in tephra thickness, a rough conversion is performed by considering a tephra
deposit density of 1600 kg m−3 (Thierry et al., 2006). This corresponds to the density of
wet tephra, which constitutes a reasonable assumption, given the rainy climate of the
studied region.

As it can be seen in Table 1, the scenario relies on a combination of both probabilistic20

and deterministic models, thus requiring to run multiple analyses of the same scenario
to obtain stable statistics of the distribution of the proportion of collapsed roofs due to
tephra load. Other deterministic models yield the same result for each run, however
they should be computed simultaneously with the probabilistic ones, since the loss
estimation of infrastructures other than buildings is of crucial importance in the even-25

tuality of a systemic analysis. The final results of this multi-event scenario can now be
aggregated for each system (see Table 2). Depending on the asset type, losses can be
expressed in terms of discrete amounts (e.g. number of destroyed bridges), lengths of
damaged edges (e.g. road segments or power lines) or areas for crops and residential
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buildings (in ha or km2). For each exposed component, a damage scale is defined,
ranging from 0 (intact state) to 1 (destruction): this scale is derived from the damage
matrices used in this study (Thierry et al., 2006, 2008) or from a trivial interpretation of
fragility functions (e.g. the probability of roof collapse due to tephra load is equivalent
to the probability of reaching damage state 1 for building roofs).5

A careful look at the aggregated damages presented in Table 2 provides a clearer
view of the effects of considering a multi-event scenario. For instance, in the case of
common built areas, a distinction is made between the building itself (i.e. the vertical
structural elements) and the roof system, since some phenomena only affect the roofs
(e.g. tephra load) or the load-bearing walls (e.g. lahars or debris flows). If the load-10

bearing elements are destroyed, the roof is also considered as collapsed, since it is
not supported anymore. Therefore, in this specific scenario, 146.73 ha (in terms of built
area) of T1 and T3 load-bearing elements are destroyed by the events corresponding
to lateral flows (e.g. lahars or lava flow): the same amount of collapsed roofs is there-
fore assigned to roofs T1+ T3. However, the difference (i.e. the total area of collapsed15

T1+ T3 roofs is actually 209.16 ha) is due the additional damage endured by this roof
typology due to tephra fall. On the contrary, the amount of destroyed elements is the
same for typology T2, whether it is for roofs or for load-bearing walls. This is due to
the fact that these buildings have been assigned a stronger roof system (i.e. metal
sheet roofs supported by wooden frames) and that the tephra load level used in this20

application was not sufficient to reach collapse.

4 Discussion

4.1 Utility of the developed scenario builder tool in Mount Cameroon

The application of the proposed approach to this case-study has been useful to demon-
strate its ability to treat large extents of exposed areas, as well as the possibility25

to define the analysis resolution, depending on the desired accuracy level and the
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computation time available. Besides, the results have been confronted to a manual
analysis of the scenario using a straightforward GIS-based spatial analysis. The dam-
age tables are almost identical, thus verifying the assumptions made in our approach
(e.g. projection of exposed elements into a set of mesh grid cells).

The results of such a composite scenario can be directly exploited by local planners5

to estimate the costs associated with repairing or replacing the damaged assets de-
tailed in Table 2 (estimates of repairing costs per unit are provided in Thierry et al.,
2006). The implemented toolbox also specifies which cells, edges and nodes are dam-
aged or destroyed, thus allowing to localize the affected areas in the Matlab mapping
environment (see Figs. 10 and 11 for some examples).10

4.2 Complementarity of risk scenarios and risk mapping

Compared to risk assessment and mapping, scenario-based simulations are easier
to conduct, although they do not provide a complete picture of all potential crisis sit-
uations that may occur (Rolandi, 2010). In practice, some background knowledge on
the studied volcano can quite readily be used to propose eruption scenarios and rank15

them upon their plausibility. On the other hand, a full event tree hazard assessment
usually requires extensive studies of the volcano’s past and quantitative knowledge of
the eruptions’ magnitude and return period. Finally, outputs from scenario-based risk
analyses can be directly understood and exploited by local planners, as they are con-
fronted with the consequences of an hypothetical event and can promote preparedness20

and mitigation measures accordingly. Probabilistic risk assessment still provides more
information, in terms of event occurrence probability for instance, however the pres-
ence of multiple types of damaging volcanic phenomena implies to output different risk
maps (i.e. one for each phenomenon) or to merge the risk from all possible hazard
types with respect to a common measure (e.g. financial losses or human casualties):25

both of these solutions tend to prove confusing and difficult to exploit, compared to the
outcomes of a few carefully selected scenarios. However, Rolandi (2010) shows that
to avoid overadaptation to a single scenario (and maladaptation to others), disaster
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risk management procedures should be revisited periodically with respect to renewed
scenarios.

4.3 Limitation of the risk scenario approach

On the other hand, intrinsic limitations of complete risk scenario tools must be re-
minded:5

– The core of the approach lies in the accuracy of damage functions. Such func-
tions are designed upon observation of adverse events. In the field of volcanic
risk, there is a multiplicity of damaging phenomena, and consequently, not all vul-
nerability functions have reached the same level of maturity. This may either be
due to the fact that few data have been analysed (e.g. vulnerability of crops to10

tephra fall) and that the mechanisms are complex and depend of several factors
(see e.g. Jenkins and Spence, 2009). For example, the fragility of buildings to
tephra fall is a function of both thickness of ash and its humidity (e.g. Macedonio
and Costa, 2012).

– The scenario builder tool is intrinsically designed to evaluate potential direct dam-15

ages, i.e. those attributable to the physical impact of an adverse event. Some of
the direct damages evaluated through the scenario builder tool are intangible, i.e.
no monetary value can be given to the affected assets, e.g. a natural forest or a
small private cultivated parcel. The costs of reconstruction presented as a result
of the scenario builder tool correspond to the direct tangible damages only. Here,20

they are calculated using the reconstruction costs per unit evaluated by (Thierry
et al., 2006). However, this cost assessment does not include indirect costs (i.e.
those due to the unavailability of an infrastructure). In addition, at least two as-
pects related to the economics of reconstruction are not taken into account here:
first, when costs of reconstruction exceed a threshold, the capacity to respond25

is insufficient to completely recover from a disaster. Secondly, below that thresh-
old, the costs of reconstruction are larger when the economy is growing than in
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recession (Hallegatte and Ghil, 2008). This is due to the reconstruction activity
adding additional pressure to the employment market when the economic activity
is expanding. Adding these important feature to a cost assessment model would
require the coupling of an economic model with a risk scenario model.

– Indirect damages (i.e. those not attributed to the physical impact of an adverse5

event but to the disturbance to activities) are not quantified in this approach. Two
efforts have been made to take account of them: first, we identified the strategic
importance of exposed elements. In the case of Mount Cameroon, those include
especially crops, water and electricity networks as well as a series of key facilities
during and after the crisis. Secondly, a critical analysis of scenarios has been con-10

ducted to evaluate which indirect and potentially intangible damages may result
from the scenario, with a particular focus on potential diseases and famine.

Finally, owing to recent improvements in adverse events modelling, several applica-
tions that are based on nearly exhaustive simulations can now be considered as ma-
ture enough: this includes the refinement of hazard maps (e.g. Favalli et al., 2012), the15

testing of mitigation measures (e.g. Crisci et al., 2010) and of evacuation procedures in
case of destructive events (e.g. Marrero et al., 2012). However, as reminded by Rolandi
(2010), an acute knowledge of the hazard is necessary, as well as the corresponding
vulnerability. In the case of relatively moderate volcanic activity, risk scenarios are use-
ful to help authorities identify the scale of the events (e.g. Thierry et al., 2008) and20

prepare to the management of the crisis and recovery. Our study shows it is possi-
ble to generate multiple risk scenarios, with intrinsic limitations when coming to the
assessment of monetary values and indirect damages.

5 Conclusions

By benefiting from recent developments in the field of seismic risk, an integrated ap-25

proach to the quantification of the losses of built infrastructures in the case of an
1100
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eruption scenario has been proposed. This study has proposed some insights on
how to compute scenarios that imply the occurrence of successive volcanic adverse
events. First, an inventory removal algorithm has been implemented in order to up-
date the exposed assets that have been damaged by a previous hazard. An additional
step would be to use vulnerability models that are able to yield different outcomes de-5

pending on the initial state of the exposed component (i.e. intact or already damaged):
however, such tools are not available yet and this issue (together with refinements
in existing damage functions) surely constitutes an area where some research effort
should be put in the future. An interesting feature of the proposed approach lies also
in the use of an object-oriented architecture that offers significant flexibility in the mod-10

elling choices, thus allowing to consider various types of infrastructure systems (e.g.
networks, built areas, individual buildings...) and to use all sorts of vulnerability models,
whether probabilistic or deterministic. Finally, the implementation of this approach in
a proof-of-concept tool and its application to an arbitrary scenario around the Mount
Cameroon volcano have proved its abilities to perform risk scenarios on large spatial15

areas (i.e. hundreds of km2). Moreover, the validity of the projection procedures and of
the cell-based analysis could also be verified.

Some current limitations need however to be looked at. Some are inherent to the
scenario approach, which primarily focuses on the potential direct damages, excluding
indirect ones. Other are related to the developed tool, which presently only addresses20

the case of deterministic scenarios. A complete probabilistic risk assessment would
require event-tree approaches and adverse events propagation models. This part of
the risk analysis could be coupled with the current toolbox in order to perform loops
of scenarios and obtain physical losses along with their associated return periods.
Another potential improvement lies in the implementation of a functionality analysis25

of the impacted systems: the original toolbox for seismic risk evaluation developed
within the SYNER-G project has been developed in order to perform systemic risk
analyses on interdependent systems. The scenario-based risk assessment described
in this paper only covers physical damage for now. This aspect should definitely be
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considered in next developments, since it would constitute an invaluable help for local
planners to forecast the accessibility of evacuation roads or the performance of lifelines
in a volcanic crisis context.
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Table 1. Proposed vulnerability models for each type of system exposed to each type of hazard.

Object Flank Lava Tephra Lahar
collapse flow

Built areas binary binary fragility curve; Spence et al. (2005a) binary
Crops binary binary damage matrix; Thierry et al. (2008) binary
Water supply system binary binary damage matrix; Thierry et al. (2006) binary
Electric power network binary binary damage matrix; Thierry et al. (2006) binary
Road network binary binary damage matrix; Thierry et al. (2006) binary
Critical facilities binary binary fragility curve; Spence et al. (2005a) binary
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Table 2. Global damage table for all considered systems at the end of the scenario presented
in Fig. 5. The crop typologies V 1 to V 7 correspond to the ones presented in Fig. 8. The average
outcome of 200 probabilistic runs has been chosen to represent the damage to built areas.

Built areas – Buildings
Damage T1 (ha) T2 (ha) T3 (ha)

0 5915.44 3117.44 386.20
0.05 0 0 0
0.1 0 0 0
0.5 0 0 0
0.8 0 0 0

1 136.89 72.16 8.94

Built areas – Roofs
Damage T1+ T3 (ha) T2 (ha)

0 6238.31 3117.44
0.05 0 0
0.5 0 0

1 209.16 72.16

Cultivated areas (km2)
Damage V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5 V 6 V 7

0 1285.92 20.32 5367.00 0 11.14 230.04 0
0.1 124.88 2.13 0 2.64 0.92 74.28 5.39
0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.8 0.17 0.08 0 0.02 0 0 0

1 0.43 0.07 0 0 0 0 0

Electric power network
Damage Power lines (km) Substations (nb)

0 86.85 88
0.1 101.24 122
0.5 0 0
0.8 0 0

1 2.53 7

Water supply system
Damage Pipelines (km) Sources (nb) Reservoirs (nb)

0 168.96 4 2
0.1 0 9 7
0.5 0 0 0

1 1.62 1 3

Road network
Damage Road segments (km) Bridges (nb)

0 119.31 31
0.03 0 0
0.05 114.61 26
0.1 0 0
0.5 0 0

1 9.31 1

Critical facilities
Damage Decision (nb) Health-care (nb) Law (nb)

0 20 58 17
0.05 0 0 0
0.1 0 0 0
0.5 0 0 0
0.8 0 0 0

1 4 2 1
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(see more details in Quinet , 2011). This led to defining fun-
damental requirements for volcanic risk scenario tools (Fig-170

ure 1), which should include the possibility to:

– perform loss computation within a single architecture,
allowing automated probabilistic runs;

– integrate spatial features of both adverse events and as-
sets (usually GIS-based) in a seamless way;175

– jointly compute the damage on both residential build-
ings and critical infrastructures;

– manage scenarios including a succession of different
volcanic and geologic phenomena, e.g. through the re-
moval of previously destroyed assets.180

This last addition was considered most important in order to
quantify the consequences of additional adverse events in an
already degraded environment.

In a second step, we adapted the seismic risk scenario
methodology of Franchin et al. (2011) and Cavalieri et al.185

(2012) to the context of volcanic risk. The initial toolbox
enables to perform an analysis of the physical damages for
a wide range of elements at risk (e.g. built areas, network
infrastructures), with a particular focus on critical systems
and infrastructures (e.g. major roads, electricity and water190

networks). The idea behind it is to facilitate the understand-
ing of vulnerability of essential human activities over the se-
lected territory (systemic vulnerability), beyond the sole as-
sessment of potential physical damages.

We added several modules to the toolbox, including the195

possibility to (1) merge the damages due to different volcanic
phenomena (i.e. ‘multi-event’ scenarios), (2) include vari-
ous forms of vulnerability models (from deterministic dam-
age matrices to probabilistic fragility curves) and (3) estimate
potential damages to cultivated areas and crops, which are an200

important factor in the case of volcanic risk.

2.2 Representation of adverse events

Since a scenario-based approach has been chosen, proba-
bilistic hazard assessment is considered out of the scope of
this study and deterministic maps displaying the intensity205

and extent of hypothesized adverse events are therefore con-
sidered as inputs. These have been previously computed or
evaluated through various techniques (e.g. event trees, com-
puted hazard models, expert elicitation and so forth).

The various adverse events resulting from a volcanic erup-210

tion are characterised by a damage mechanism and an inten-
sity measure, which can be specific to the type of elements
they affect. For instance, tephra fall is one type of adverse
event: for buildings, the damaging mechanism is vertical
static load (i.e. intensity measure is load in kPa), while it215

is simply burial (i.e. intensity measure is thickness in cm)
with respect to roads or airport runways. This type of hazard
decomposition has been discussed by Thierry et al. (2007)

Fig. 1. Idealized scheme of a risk scenario builder tool as obtained
after collecting and assimilating high level requirements from a
group of users, geologists and computer scientists

and it is carried out here for the following adverse events:
tephra fall, lava flows, lahars, debris flows, pyroclastic den-220

sity currents, blast effects, ballistic blocks, flank collapses,
and, although not necessarily related to an eruption, land-
slides and earthquakes.

In practice, once a given scenario has been designed, ad-
verse events are drawn in a Geographical Information Sys-225

tem (GIS) and the time series of intensity maps are directly
imported into the toolbox. This modelling choice implies to
define some intensity level bins to define the polygons. Neri
et al. (2013) (in this issue) provide an approach on how to
define these bins.230

2.3 Inventory of exposed elements

Any risk analysis starts with an inventory of exposed peo-
ple, or elements of the built and natural environment over the
selected territory. These assets can be classified into three
categories:235

– built and cultivated areas: they represent crops fields
or industrial plantations, as well as residential build-
ings. These data are represented as polygons, whose at-
tributes can be typology percentages, number of build-

Fig. 1. Idealized scheme of a risk scenario builder tool as obtained after collecting and assimi-
lating high level requirements from a group of users, geologists and computer scientists.
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4 Gehl et al.: Potential and limitations of risk scenario tools in volcanic areas through an example in Mount Cameroon

ings, population density (for built areas) or crop type240

(for cultivated areas).

– networks: they include all types of lifeline networks
(e.g. electric power, water or gas supply) as well as
transportation networks (e.g. roads or railways). Each
network is represented by a set of polylines and points.245

– critical facilities: these point-like components represent
strategic buildings such as health-care buildings, deci-
sion centers or law enforcement departments. These
important structures are treated as single objects, as op-
posed to regular residential buildings and their attributes250

include information about their relative importance be-
fore, during and after the crisis.

Similarly to the hazard input, a GIS-format map for each
type of exposed elements is imported into the toolbox en-
vironment. In the case of built or cultivated areas, data are255

projected on a mesh grid composed of a series of cells: a
refinement algorithm has been developed by Cavalieri et al.
(2012) in order to generate variable-sized cells, smaller cells
being concentrated around the borders of the polygons. The
projection of attributes such as population density or build-260

ing typologies into each cell is carried out by pondering the
respective area of each polygon within the cell. Polylines are
also discretized into a series of straight segments, so that they
can be defined by only the coordinates of the two extremities:
as it is will be shown in the next sub-section, the length of the265

segment is of little importance and therefore there is no need
to carry out further discretization. Finally, point-like objects
are imported as they are.

In parallel to this data projection, a taxonomy of the con-
sidered assets is proposed in order to classify them in a set270

of organised systems, following an object-oriented structure.
This architecture is slightly adapted from the one introduced
by Cavalieri et al. (2012) and it is represented in Fig-
ure 2, as a class diagram in UML notation (Unified Mod-
elling Language). This formalization allows to define classes275

for objects with similar features and the inheritance prop-
erty of object-oriented programming also gives the possibil-
ity to pass along the same attributes to sub-classes belong-
ing to the same superclass. This approach can prove very
useful to organize the asset inventory in prevision of a func-280

tionality analysis, since all sets of exposed elements can be
grouped into the respective system they are composing. In
Figure 2, the water network has been expanded in order to
show the different layers in the inventory description, from
component-level to system-level. Finally, depending on the285

role they play in the system, components of a network can be
assigned different characteristics (e.g. linear objects become
pipelines, points objects can either be source, distribution or
storage nodes), which can be used to perform a network anal-
ysis subsequently to the physical damage analysis.290

The way this object-oriented architecture is used to model
infrastructures is illustrated in Figure 3, using the example of

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of the studied infrastructure, adapted
from Cavalieri et al. (2012)

Fig. 3. Modelling example of the part of a water supply system,
using the object-oriented structure

the water supply system. The attributes of the infrastructure
components that are described in the GIS dataset are used to
assign them to different classes and to characterize them with295

properties such as geographic location, material type, capac-
ity, network connectivity or vulnerability model. Another
advantage of the object-oriented approach lies in its flexibil-
ity, as it always allows to add modules for extra components
and systems, depending on the specific needs of each given300

case-study.

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of the studied infrastructure, adapted from Cavalieri et al. (2012).
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ings, population density (for built areas) or crop type240

(for cultivated areas).

– networks: they include all types of lifeline networks
(e.g. electric power, water or gas supply) as well as
transportation networks (e.g. roads or railways). Each
network is represented by a set of polylines and points.245

– critical facilities: these point-like components represent
strategic buildings such as health-care buildings, deci-
sion centers or law enforcement departments. These
important structures are treated as single objects, as op-
posed to regular residential buildings and their attributes250

include information about their relative importance be-
fore, during and after the crisis.

Similarly to the hazard input, a GIS-format map for each
type of exposed elements is imported into the toolbox en-
vironment. In the case of built or cultivated areas, data are255

projected on a mesh grid composed of a series of cells: a
refinement algorithm has been developed by Cavalieri et al.
(2012) in order to generate variable-sized cells, smaller cells
being concentrated around the borders of the polygons. The
projection of attributes such as population density or build-260

ing typologies into each cell is carried out by pondering the
respective area of each polygon within the cell. Polylines are
also discretized into a series of straight segments, so that they
can be defined by only the coordinates of the two extremities:
as it is will be shown in the next sub-section, the length of the265

segment is of little importance and therefore there is no need
to carry out further discretization. Finally, point-like objects
are imported as they are.

In parallel to this data projection, a taxonomy of the con-
sidered assets is proposed in order to classify them in a set270

of organised systems, following an object-oriented structure.
This architecture is slightly adapted from the one introduced
by Cavalieri et al. (2012) and it is represented in Fig-
ure 2, as a class diagram in UML notation (Unified Mod-
elling Language). This formalization allows to define classes275

for objects with similar features and the inheritance prop-
erty of object-oriented programming also gives the possibil-
ity to pass along the same attributes to sub-classes belong-
ing to the same superclass. This approach can prove very
useful to organize the asset inventory in prevision of a func-280

tionality analysis, since all sets of exposed elements can be
grouped into the respective system they are composing. In
Figure 2, the water network has been expanded in order to
show the different layers in the inventory description, from
component-level to system-level. Finally, depending on the285

role they play in the system, components of a network can be
assigned different characteristics (e.g. linear objects become
pipelines, points objects can either be source, distribution or
storage nodes), which can be used to perform a network anal-
ysis subsequently to the physical damage analysis.290

The way this object-oriented architecture is used to model
infrastructures is illustrated in Figure 3, using the example of

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of the studied infrastructure, adapted
from Cavalieri et al. (2012)

Fig. 3. Modelling example of the part of a water supply system,
using the object-oriented structure

the water supply system. The attributes of the infrastructure
components that are described in the GIS dataset are used to
assign them to different classes and to characterize them with295

properties such as geographic location, material type, capac-
ity, network connectivity or vulnerability model. Another
advantage of the object-oriented approach lies in its flexibil-
ity, as it always allows to add modules for extra components
and systems, depending on the specific needs of each given300

case-study.

Fig. 3. Modelling example of the part of a water supply system, using the object-oriented struc-
ture.
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2.4 Projection of adverse event intensities on vulnerable
sites

The next step consists of the superposition of both adverse
events and exposed elements layers, resulting in the estima-305

tion of the intensity level at each vulnerable site for each vol-
canic phenomenon. This procedure depends on the type of
object that is considered:

– For point-like elements, it is very straightforward since
the intensity level is the same as the one of the adverse310

event polygon where the point is located.

– For linear elements, the intensity polygons correspond-
ing to each adverse event are projected along the length
of the exposed segment, which is then assigned differ-
ent percentages of different intensity levels (see top of315

Figure 4). This approach allows indeed to account pre-
cisely for the exact intensity level on each linear ele-
ment, whatever its length.

– For projected cells (i.e. built and cultivated areas), the
same approach as for the linear elements is used and it is320

in agreement with one of the options proposed by Kaye
(2007). The event’s intensity polygons are intersected
with each cell and area percentages of intensity are then
assigned to the cell (see top of Figure 4).

Finally, it has to be kept in mind that this procedure re-325

lies on the input of adverse event intensity maps that are
vector-based, i.e. polygons of binned values of intensity lev-
els, as opposed to raster maps, which would require other
techniques such as interpolation.

2.5 Damage analysis through fragility models330

The potential physical damage of exposed elements can only
be evaluated once some prerequisite definitions are set, such
as a damage scale for each type of component (Blong , 2003),
an intensity scale for each type of hazard and, finally, a vul-
nerability model that links the input intensity and the result-335

ing damage (Thierry et al. , 2008). The existing literature
on vulnerability to volcanic hazards contains a variety of
very disparate models, ranging from simple binary ones (i.e.
the asset is destroyed if it is exposed to the volcanic phe-
nomenon, whatever its intensity) to gradual damage-intensity340

matrices (e.g. Wilson et al. , 2012, ; where some thresh-
old values of tephra loads are proposed for the vulnerability
of utility networks) or even to more elaborate probabilistic
fragility functions (i.e. the probability of reaching or exceed-
ing the damage state given the intensity level), as shown in345

the review by Jenkins and Spence (2009).
All types of vulnerability models may be used in the devel-

oped toolbox, which assigns one specific vulnerability model
to each type of exposed elements and each type of phenom-
ena. For deterministic models (i.e. damage-intensity matri-350

ces), the event’s intensity levels at each site are translated into

Fig. 4. (Top) Hazard projection procedure on linear and area-like
vulnerable sites and (Bottom) Example of damage analysis for a
hypothetical case, where the edge is assigned a deterministic model,
and the cell contains a proportion %T1 of building typology 1, with
a collapse fragility function.

other bins of values (i.e. the actual intensities used to eval-
uate the damage) and then they directly yield the discrete
damage of the exposed element (see Figure 4). In the case
of probabilistic models (i.e. fragility functions), a sampling355

procedure using a standard uniform variable is carried out,
in order to check whether the exposed element reaches the
damage state or not (see bottom of Figure 4).

When using probabilistic functions, it is necessary to per-
form numerous simulation runs to get stable estimates of360

the loss statistics.Also, since buildings are usually well stud-
ied components, they can for instance be assigned fragility
functions with respect to tephra fall or pyroclastic density
currents: in the proposed approach, the damage analysis of
buildings is then performed at the scale of each cell, for each365

typology present, which means that the sampling procedure
will assign the same damage state to all buildings of the same
typology within the same cell.

Fig. 4. (Top) Hazard projection procedure on linear and area-like vulnerable sites and (Bottom)
Example of damage analysis for a hypothetical case, where the edge is assigned a deterministic
model, and the cell contains a proportion %T1 of building typology 1, with a collapse fragility
function.
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6 Gehl et al.: Potential and limitations of risk scenario tools in volcanic areas through an example in Mount Cameroon

Finally, the results for each exposed element are presented
in a damage table, which indicates the length (or the area or370

the proportion of buildings or crops) that is assigned to each
of the damage states (see Figure 4). This representation is
very useful as an output, as it enables to quantify the losses
in terms of destroyed or impaired assets (e.g. number of km
of destroyed power lines or number of collapsed houses). In375

parallel, for each network, the toolbox also indicates which
edges or nodes are considered damaged (i.e. an edge is con-
sidered damaged or non-functioning if it contains at least a
portion that is in a non-intact damage state), which enables
to update the connectivity of the whole network in order to380

estimate its functionality loss in a degraded state.

2.6 The case of scenarios composed of a succession of
events

While the procedure described above is a straightforward
adaptation of previous methods in the field of volcanic risk385

(EXPLORIS Consortium , 2005; Kaye , 2007) or seismic risk
(SYNER-G , 2009–2013), another important issue that has
not been fully addressed yet is the analysis of the impact of
successive volcanic phenomena within a single eruption sce-
nario. When running damage analysis from sucessive haz-390

ards, the inventory of exposed assets has to be udapted after
each single phenomenon simulation, so that the impact of the
subsequent phenomenon is accurately estimated (i.e. com-
putation over a degraded set of exposed elements and not
the initial intact one). This discussion reveals the need for395

state-dependent fragility models that should be able to quan-
tify further damage probabilities based on the current state
of each element: for instance, buildings with collapsed roofs
due to a previous tephra fall may prove much more vulnera-
ble to other types of hazards. However, the current state of400

the literature does not propose such advanced fragility mod-
els for volcanic hazards and, in first approximation, regular
damage functions must be used.

Still, an inventory removal algorithm was implemented,
which accounts for the assets that have already been dam-405

aged and should not be included in the next damage anal-
ysis, at least for the estimation of the lesser damage states
they have already reached. This idea has also been raised
by Kaye (2007), and we propose here a simple way to ap-
ply it. Basically, each object is assigned one damage table410

for each type of adverse event considered in the scenario (i.e.
each phenomenon is considered as a unique event), as well
as a global damage table that is updated after the simulation
of each phenomenon (i.e. a damage table for the whole sce-
nario). The different steps of a scenario run are summed up415

in Figure 5.
The way the global damage table is updated is based on

the following rules:

– For point-like objects, there is only one possible damage
state at once. If a phenomenon induces heavier dam-420

age than the previous one, the damage state is updated.

Fig. 5. Flowchart implemented in the toolbox for a multi-hazard
scenario

Otherwise, if the induced damage is less than its current
state, the object remains in the same state.

– The same procedure applies for linear or area-like ob-
jects, with keeping in mind however that portions of the425

object can be assigned to different damage states at the
same time. This leads to less trivial updating equations,
since all damage states of the object have to be udapted,
based on the area or length affected by the next damag-
ing phenomenon (see Figure 6).430

3 Application to a case-study in the Mount Cameroon
area

This approach is then applied to hypothesised scenarios
around Mount Cameroon, an active volcano located in the
South-West part of Cameroon, in the Fako district.435

3.1 Data inventory

This case-study benefits from a previous study on Mount
Cameroon, conducted by Thierry et al. (2008) in the frame
of the GRINP project (Thierry et al. , 2006). Extensive in-
ventory field work, as well as the use of GIS databases made440

available by the Ministry of Industry, Mines and Technologi-
cal Development of Cameroon (MINIMIDT), have led to the
identification of the following systems, which are considered
in the scenario implementation:

– Built areas: three main structural typologies have been445

identified (i.e. 62.8% of T1: wooden houses with metal
sheet roofs; 33.1% of T2: reinforced-concrete or cin-
derblock masonry buildings with metal sheet roofs sup-
ported by wooden frames; 4.1% of T3: clay brick ma-
sonry buildings with metal sheet roofs), but no data is450

Fig. 5. Flowchart implemented in the toolbox for a multi-hazard scenario.
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Fig. 6. Update procedure for a cell object (the same applies for
edges), containing the building typology 1 over an area T1. ai and
bi represent the areas of impacted buildings. Di is the damage state,
according to an hypothetical damage scale.

available on the specific proportions of these typologies
within each built area polygon. This information only
exists at the global level and therefore the same propor-
tions are applied to all built areas, as a very rough ap-
proximation. Moreover, no information on the number455

of buildings has been gathered and therefore the build-
ings (and the associated losses) are merely represented
as percentages of the total built area. Finally, a dataset
with the population amount within each built area poly-
gon is available, allowing to compute specific popula-460

tion densities (see Figure 7).

– Cultivated areas with crop types: they are represented as
crop polygons, each one being assigned a specific type
(i.e. subsistence farming or industrial plantations pro-
ducing bananas, heating wood, hevea trees, palm trees465

or tea). The repartition of different crop types around
Mount Cameroon is represented on Figure 8.

– Water supply system: pipelines, water catchments and
storage tanks are represented in a GIS database. De-
mand nodes are also assigned to the end of each network470

branch that feeds a built area.

– Electric power network: medium-voltage power lines
and electric substations are modelled.

– Road network: only the primary paved road segments
are considered, as well as bridges. Some traffic anal-475
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Fig. 7. Projection of built areas around Mount Cameroon on the
generated mesh grid and representation of population density within
cells
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Fig. 8. Representation of cultivated areas polygons and projection
on the generated mesh grid

ysis zones (TAZ) are assigned to some nodes that are
located in built areas, thus leaving the opportunity to
estimate accessibility loss through the computation of
origin-destination paths (Franchin et al. , 2011).

– Critical facilities: the locations of strategic buildings are480

identified and three types are considered (i.e. heath-care
centers, decision centers, and law enforcement build-
ings).

3.2 Selection of scenarios

The study of the volcano’s past has suggested that effusive485

eruptions with lava flows are the most common volcanic
events (i.e. cracks opening on the flank or near the summit
of the volcano), even though some lakes located in ancient
maar craters represent remnants of the occurrence of a few

Fig. 6. Update procedure for a cell object (the same applies for edges), containing the building
typology 1 over an area T1. ai and bi represent the areas of impacted buildings. Di is the
damage state, according to an hypothetical damage scale.
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Fig. 6. Update procedure for a cell object (the same applies for
edges), containing the building typology 1 over an area T1. ai and
bi represent the areas of impacted buildings. Di is the damage state,
according to an hypothetical damage scale.

available on the specific proportions of these typologies
within each built area polygon. This information only
exists at the global level and therefore the same propor-
tions are applied to all built areas, as a very rough ap-
proximation. Moreover, no information on the number455

of buildings has been gathered and therefore the build-
ings (and the associated losses) are merely represented
as percentages of the total built area. Finally, a dataset
with the population amount within each built area poly-
gon is available, allowing to compute specific popula-460

tion densities (see Figure 7).

– Cultivated areas with crop types: they are represented as
crop polygons, each one being assigned a specific type
(i.e. subsistence farming or industrial plantations pro-
ducing bananas, heating wood, hevea trees, palm trees465

or tea). The repartition of different crop types around
Mount Cameroon is represented on Figure 8.

– Water supply system: pipelines, water catchments and
storage tanks are represented in a GIS database. De-
mand nodes are also assigned to the end of each network470

branch that feeds a built area.

– Electric power network: medium-voltage power lines
and electric substations are modelled.

– Road network: only the primary paved road segments
are considered, as well as bridges. Some traffic anal-475
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ysis zones (TAZ) are assigned to some nodes that are
located in built areas, thus leaving the opportunity to
estimate accessibility loss through the computation of
origin-destination paths (Franchin et al. , 2011).

– Critical facilities: the locations of strategic buildings are480

identified and three types are considered (i.e. heath-care
centers, decision centers, and law enforcement build-
ings).

3.2 Selection of scenarios

The study of the volcano’s past has suggested that effusive485

eruptions with lava flows are the most common volcanic
events (i.e. cracks opening on the flank or near the summit
of the volcano), even though some lakes located in ancient
maar craters represent remnants of the occurrence of a few

Fig. 7. Projection of built areas around Mount Cameroon on the generated mesh grid and
representation of population density within cells.
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Fig. 6. Update procedure for a cell object (the same applies for
edges), containing the building typology 1 over an area T1. ai and
bi represent the areas of impacted buildings. Di is the damage state,
according to an hypothetical damage scale.

available on the specific proportions of these typologies
within each built area polygon. This information only
exists at the global level and therefore the same propor-
tions are applied to all built areas, as a very rough ap-
proximation. Moreover, no information on the number455

of buildings has been gathered and therefore the build-
ings (and the associated losses) are merely represented
as percentages of the total built area. Finally, a dataset
with the population amount within each built area poly-
gon is available, allowing to compute specific popula-460

tion densities (see Figure 7).

– Cultivated areas with crop types: they are represented as
crop polygons, each one being assigned a specific type
(i.e. subsistence farming or industrial plantations pro-
ducing bananas, heating wood, hevea trees, palm trees465

or tea). The repartition of different crop types around
Mount Cameroon is represented on Figure 8.

– Water supply system: pipelines, water catchments and
storage tanks are represented in a GIS database. De-
mand nodes are also assigned to the end of each network470

branch that feeds a built area.

– Electric power network: medium-voltage power lines
and electric substations are modelled.

– Road network: only the primary paved road segments
are considered, as well as bridges. Some traffic anal-475
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ysis zones (TAZ) are assigned to some nodes that are
located in built areas, thus leaving the opportunity to
estimate accessibility loss through the computation of
origin-destination paths (Franchin et al. , 2011).

– Critical facilities: the locations of strategic buildings are480

identified and three types are considered (i.e. heath-care
centers, decision centers, and law enforcement build-
ings).

3.2 Selection of scenarios

The study of the volcano’s past has suggested that effusive485

eruptions with lava flows are the most common volcanic
events (i.e. cracks opening on the flank or near the summit
of the volcano), even though some lakes located in ancient
maar craters represent remnants of the occurrence of a few

Fig. 8. Representation of cultivated areas polygons and projection on the generated mesh grid.
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Fig. 9. Proposed arbitrary scenario with all associated volcanic phe-
nomena

phreato-magmatic eruptions (Thierry et al. , 2008). How-490

ever, landslides (not linked with a volcanic eruption) repre-
sent a major hazard, particularly south to the volcano, and
they may affect some critical infrastructures, e.g. the elec-
tric power network. All three scenario were tested. In the
following, we focus on the first one.495

An eruption scenario, based on the sequence of events of
the 1922 eruption, but hypothesised to affect the eastern side,
was presented to the authorities in 2008 by Thierry et al.
(2008), using their extensive geological field work, which in-
cludes a study of the volcano summit. It is supposed to start500

with the opening of a crack on the volcano edge along the
Cameroon Line, north-west of the Fako district. This crack
may induce flank collapses on its south-east side and the vol-
canic gases that are released through the crack generate lava
fountains out of the vent. These lava emissions may verti-505

cally eject ballistic blocks and tephra up to a few hundreds of
meters. The tephra can then be dispersed by the wind to the
south-west and cover the coast area with a few millimetres of
ash. Finally, once the eruption has slowed down, heavy rains
might fall on the thick tephra layers and other fallouts accu-510

mulated on the volcano flanks, thus generating lahars along
the steepest slopes. The sequence of the different volcanic
phenomena involved in this hypothetical scenario is repre-
sented in Figure 9.

3.3 Probabilistic impact analysis and results515

Now that both adverse event inputs and exposed elements are
clearly identified and formatted, the corresponding vulnera-
bility models have to be selected and applied to each combi-
nation of phenomenon - exposed asset. As described above,

Table 1. Proposed vulnerability models for each type of system
exposed to each type of hazard

Object Flank
col-
lapse

Lava
flow

Tephra Lahar

Built areas binary binary fragility curve
(Spence et al. ,
2005a)

binary

Crops binary binary damage matrix
(Thierry et al. ,
2008)

binary

Water sup-
ply system

binary binary damage matrix
(Thierry et al. ,
2006)

binary

Electric
power
network

binary binary damage matrix
(Thierry et al. ,
2006)

binary

Road
network

binary binary damage matrix
(Thierry et al. ,
2006)

binary

Critical fa-
cilities

binary binary fragility curve
(Spence et al. ,
2005a)

binary

the developed toolbox enables to host different vulnerability520

models, whether probabilistic or deterministic. Since the ob-
jective of this study is not as much to perform an accurate
scenario than to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach,
some vulnerability models have been chosen, even though
they may not be the most adequate ones, and they are de-525

scribed in Table 1.
Damage matrix models are tables that give intensity

thresholds (e.g. tephra thickness) above which the exposed
element is assigned a given damage state (e.g. damage ra-
tio expressed in percentages). Binary models just check if530

the exposed element is located within the hazard occurrence
area, resulting in complete damage if this is the case. Finally,
fragility curves used here represent the probability of roof
collapse given a level of tephra load. For the roof types en-
countered in this study, a median load of 2 kPa is assigned to535

simple metal sheet roofs (i.e. building typologies T1 and T3)
and a load of 3 kPa is set for metal sheet roofs with wooden
frame support (i.e. building typology T2). The standard devi-
ation of the fragility curves is assumed to be 0.3 (Jenkins and
Spence , 2009). Since the fragility model from Spence et al.540

(2005a) uses tephra load as the intensity measure and since
our hazard intensity map is expressed in tephra thickness, a
rough conversion is performed by considering a tephra de-
posit density of 1 600 kg/m

3 (Thierry et al. , 2006). This
corresponds to the density of wet tephra, which constitutes a545

reasonable assumption, given the rainy climate of the studied
region.

As it can be seen in Table 1, the scenario relies on a com-

Fig. 9. Proposed arbitrary scenario with all associated volcanic phenomena.
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Fig. 10. Representation of the damage states of the road network
components after the scenario presented in Figure 5.
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Fig. 11. Representation of the damage states of the water supply
system components after the scenario presented in Figure 5.

and the computation time available. Besides, the results have600

been confronted to a manual analysis of the scenario using
a straightforward GIS-based spatial analysis. The damage
tables are almost identical, thus verifying the assumptions
made in our approach (e.g. projection of exposed elements
into a set of mesh grid cells).605

The results of such a composite scenario can be directly
exploited by local planners to estimate the costs associated
with repairing or replacing the damaged assets detailed in
Table 2 (estimates of repairing costs per unit are provided
in (Thierry et al. , 2006)). The implemented toolbox also610

specifies which cells, edges and nodes are damaged or de-
stroyed, thus allowing to localize the affected areas in the
Matlab mapping environment (see Figures 10 and 11 for
some examples).

4.2 Complementarity of risk scenarios and risk map-615

ping

Compared to risk assessment and mapping, scenario-based
simulations are easier to conduct, although they do not pro-
vide a complete picture of all potential crisis situations that
may occur (Rolandi , 2010). In practice, some background620

knowledge on the studied volcano can quite readily be used
to propose eruption scenarios and rank them upon their plau-
sibility. On the other hand, a full event tree hazard assess-
ment usually requires extensive studies of the volcano’s past
and quantitative knowledge of the eruptions’ magnitude and625

return period. Finally, outputs from scenario-based risk anal-
yses can be directly understood and exploited by local plan-
ners, as they are confronted with the consequences of an
hypothetical event and can promote preparedness and miti-
gation measures accordingly. Probabilistic risk assessment630

still provides more information, in terms of event occurrence
probability for instance, however the presence of multiple
types of damaging volcanic phenomena implies to output
different risk maps (i.e. one for each phenomenon) or to
merge the risk from all possible hazard types with respect635

to a common measure (e.g. financial losses or human casual-
ties): both of these solutions tend to prove confusing and dif-
ficult to exploit, compared to the outcomes of a few carefully
selected scenarios. However, Rolandi (2010) shows that to
avoid overadaptation to a single scenario (and maladaptation640

to others), disaster risk management procedures should be
revisited periodically with respect to renewed scenarios.

4.3 Limitation of the risk scenario approach

On the other hand, intrinsic limitations of complete risk sce-
nario tools must be reminded:645

– The core of the approach lies in the accuracy of damage
functions. Such functions are designed upon observa-
tion of adverse events. In the field of volcanic risk, there
is a multiplicity of damaging phenomena, and conse-
quently, not all vulnerability functions have reached the650

same level of maturity. This may either be due to the
fact that few data have been analysed (e.g. vulnerabil-
ity of crops to tephra fall) and that the mechanisms are
complex and depend of several factors (see e.g., Jenkins
and Spence , 2009). For example, the fragility of build-655

ings to tephra fall is a function of both thickness of ash
and its humidity (e.g., Macedonio and Costa , 2012).

– The scenario builder tool is intrinsically designed to
evaluate potential direct damages, i.e. those attributable
to the physical impact of an adverse event. Some of the660

direct damages evaluated through the scenario builder
tool are intangible, i.e. no monetary value can be given
to the affected assets, e.g. a natural forest or a small pri-
vate cultivated parcel. The costs of reconstruction pre-
sented as a result of the scenario builder tool correspond665

Fig. 10. Representation of the damage states of the road network components after the sce-
nario presented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 10. Representation of the damage states of the road network
components after the scenario presented in Figure 5.
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Fig. 11. Representation of the damage states of the water supply
system components after the scenario presented in Figure 5.

and the computation time available. Besides, the results have600

been confronted to a manual analysis of the scenario using
a straightforward GIS-based spatial analysis. The damage
tables are almost identical, thus verifying the assumptions
made in our approach (e.g. projection of exposed elements
into a set of mesh grid cells).605

The results of such a composite scenario can be directly
exploited by local planners to estimate the costs associated
with repairing or replacing the damaged assets detailed in
Table 2 (estimates of repairing costs per unit are provided
in (Thierry et al. , 2006)). The implemented toolbox also610

specifies which cells, edges and nodes are damaged or de-
stroyed, thus allowing to localize the affected areas in the
Matlab mapping environment (see Figures 10 and 11 for
some examples).

4.2 Complementarity of risk scenarios and risk map-615

ping

Compared to risk assessment and mapping, scenario-based
simulations are easier to conduct, although they do not pro-
vide a complete picture of all potential crisis situations that
may occur (Rolandi , 2010). In practice, some background620

knowledge on the studied volcano can quite readily be used
to propose eruption scenarios and rank them upon their plau-
sibility. On the other hand, a full event tree hazard assess-
ment usually requires extensive studies of the volcano’s past
and quantitative knowledge of the eruptions’ magnitude and625

return period. Finally, outputs from scenario-based risk anal-
yses can be directly understood and exploited by local plan-
ners, as they are confronted with the consequences of an
hypothetical event and can promote preparedness and miti-
gation measures accordingly. Probabilistic risk assessment630

still provides more information, in terms of event occurrence
probability for instance, however the presence of multiple
types of damaging volcanic phenomena implies to output
different risk maps (i.e. one for each phenomenon) or to
merge the risk from all possible hazard types with respect635

to a common measure (e.g. financial losses or human casual-
ties): both of these solutions tend to prove confusing and dif-
ficult to exploit, compared to the outcomes of a few carefully
selected scenarios. However, Rolandi (2010) shows that to
avoid overadaptation to a single scenario (and maladaptation640

to others), disaster risk management procedures should be
revisited periodically with respect to renewed scenarios.

4.3 Limitation of the risk scenario approach

On the other hand, intrinsic limitations of complete risk sce-
nario tools must be reminded:645

– The core of the approach lies in the accuracy of damage
functions. Such functions are designed upon observa-
tion of adverse events. In the field of volcanic risk, there
is a multiplicity of damaging phenomena, and conse-
quently, not all vulnerability functions have reached the650

same level of maturity. This may either be due to the
fact that few data have been analysed (e.g. vulnerabil-
ity of crops to tephra fall) and that the mechanisms are
complex and depend of several factors (see e.g., Jenkins
and Spence , 2009). For example, the fragility of build-655

ings to tephra fall is a function of both thickness of ash
and its humidity (e.g., Macedonio and Costa , 2012).

– The scenario builder tool is intrinsically designed to
evaluate potential direct damages, i.e. those attributable
to the physical impact of an adverse event. Some of the660

direct damages evaluated through the scenario builder
tool are intangible, i.e. no monetary value can be given
to the affected assets, e.g. a natural forest or a small pri-
vate cultivated parcel. The costs of reconstruction pre-
sented as a result of the scenario builder tool correspond665

Fig. 11. Representation of the damage states of the water supply system components after the
scenario presented in Fig. 5.
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